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PCS is marked as the best trade union of government servant in the UK and it has again threatened
the English government for more strikes in coming days if it does not rethink over the amendments
in pension plans. The union has demanded for the proper conversation on the scheme to make it
more beneficial and work for long time for the scheme. Besides, the union has also threatened the
legal action if the government wished to move forward along with its warning to ignore it from more
conversations. On the other side, the government has proposed a new government pension plan to
compensate for the large deficit in its fiscal.

The government has watched very huge agitation from the people. As the government has felt it
very unsafe scheme for their future, they stepped out of their home and raised their voices. Though,
the unions have agreed to seat for discussion, but the basic demand of employees is seen very
difficult to be finalised. For same day money apply for same day loans no credit checks @
http://www.samedayloansnocreditchecksuk.co.uk/

As the government has decided to bring significant growth in the employeeâ€™s inputs in 3 phases
between the current financial year and 2015, they think it convenient for the employee. After it, the
government has decided to inject a new face of career pension plan for all the government staffs
with the benefits age growing along with the rising pension age, finally up to 68. The age factor has
driven a huge countrywide agitation by the end of November, 2011.

Though some government staff unions have displayed their wish to talk with the government, but
the largest one PCS has dismissed any proposal from the government end. The general secretary
of PCS has remarked that the government has tried its best to impose the new pension plan on very
huge number of public staffs as teachers, health staffs and civil servants. They have tried to deceive
the union by disgusting the conversation. The unions have informed the governments that they
would love to be a part of any kind of discussion in future.

On the other side, the unions are very confident on their stand and say that the movement against
the government pension scheme would be proved as the best tool to stop the unfairness
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